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CabibboCabibbo --KobayashiKobayashi --MaskawaMaskawa
(face (face toto face)face)
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WhereWhere New New PhysicsPhysics entersenters
the gamethe game
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ConstraintsConstraints in the in the ρρρρρρρρ--ηηηηηηηη planeplane
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ExperimentalExperimental situationsituation
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Sin2Sin2 ββββββββ--|V|Vubub | | tensiontension
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IncludingIncluding NP in UT NP in UT analysisanalysis
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TreeTree levellevel UT UT fitfit
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NP in KNP in K 00 and Band B 00 mixingmixing
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TevatronTevatron breakthroughbreakthrough in the in the BBss sectorsector
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CombiningCombining CDF and D0 CDF and D0 measurementsmeasurements
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ModelingModeling D0 dataD0 data
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ModelingModeling D0 data (II)D0 data (II)

�� In the 3 In the 3 modelizationsmodelizations wewe havehave consideredconsidered , the , the probabilityprobability
density density isis significantlysignificantly affectedaffected just in the just in the regionregion far far fromfrom
the Standard Model the Standard Model solutionsolution
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A A commentcomment : more : more thanthan twotwo
measurementsmeasurements ……
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Summer 07
(only B s����J/ψφψφψφψφ

untagged)

Bs����J/ψφψφψφψφ
tagged
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ConclusionsConclusions
�� The UT The UT apexapex isis nowadaysnowadays veryvery wellwell knownknown in the Standard in the Standard 

Model, Model, butbut onlyonly knownknown at O(10%) in the at O(10%) in the presencepresence of New of New 
PhysicsPhysics in the mixingin the mixing

�� NeverthelessNevertheless , the , the inclusioninclusion of the of the TevatronTevatron measurementsmeasurements
hashas ledled toto anan evidenceevidence of of discrepancydiscrepancy withwith respectrespect toto the the 
Standard Model Standard Model predictionprediction of the of the BBss mixing mixing phasephase

�� IfIf thisthis evidenceevidence willwill bebe confirmedconfirmed byby furtherfurther datadata ……
� MFV class of models will be ruled out
� The following pattern of flavour violation in NP would e merge

� 1 �������� 2: strong suppression
� 1 �������� 3: ≤ O(10%)
� 2 �������� 3: O(1)

�� LookingLooking forwardforward toto new new TevatronTevatron resultsresults and and eventuallyeventually
LHCbLHCb toto saysay a final word on a final word on thisthis

�� A Super B factory A Super B factory wouldwould thenthen bebe veryvery importantimportant toto enterenter the the 
1% era of CKM 1% era of CKM fitsfits at some at some pointpoint


